INTERNSHIP PLACEMENT PROGRAM (IPP), GLOBAL—PRAGUE

The Internship Placement Program (IPP) and the International Studies Office (ISO) have partnered with European Study Abroad (EUSA) to develop, build, and customize European internships for UVA students in Prague, Czech Republic. Internships are determined by your interest, studies, experience, and professional and academic plans. Below, are a list of internships sites that represent the businesses and organizations where UVA students have the opportunity to intern through the IPP, Global Program. This list is not limited, and does not represent all internship possibilities that are available.

NN LIFE INSURANCE
NN Life Insurance is a financial services company with a strong, predominantly European presence in 18 countries. NN Life Insurance Investment Partners’ products and services are offered globally through regional centers in several countries across Europe, the United States, and Asia, with the Netherlands as its main investment hub. Our products and services are designed to help people secure their financial futures. With a view to this, NN Life Insurance offers a comprehensive range of retirement services, insurance, investments, and banking.

VITRIUM SYSTEMS
Vitrium Systems provides document security solutions that empower owners and publishers of PDF documents to protect their valuable content. Its more than copyright protection; its protection of intellectual property, revenue-generating content, and confidential or sensitive information.

Vitrium’s flagship product, “Protectedpdf” has been trusted by companies around the world and its secured documents accessed by over a million users world-wide. Vitrium is located in Vancouver, Canada and using local partners around the world. Vitrium prides itself on providing the most seamless end user experience, working with the programs or methods that today’s users and readers are familiar with—whether its Adobe or viewing PDFs on a desktop or the web for viewing documents on tablets and other mobile methods.

CLEARSTREAM OPERATIONS DEUTSCHE BORSE GROUP
Clearstream Operations Deutsche Borse Group us a leading European supplier of post-trading services. The wholly owned subsidiary of Deutsche Borse ensures that cash and securities are promptly and effectively delivered between trading parties. It also manages, safekeeps and administers the securities that it holds on behalf of its customers. Over 300,000 domestic and internationally traded bonds, equalities, and investment funds are currently deposited with Clearstream.

JONES LANG LASALLE INCORPORATED (JLL)
JLL is a financial and professional series firm that specializes in commercial real estate services and investment management. They’re in business to create and deliver real value through commercial real estate for clients, shareholders and their own people. In a complex world that is constantly changing, JLL is committed to helping people understand and navigate the intricacies of commercial real estate—whether you’re an investor or occupier of space.

They attract, nurture, and reward the best and most diverse people in our industry, who develop enduring client relationships built on quality service, collaboration and trust. Our 70,000 people across 1,000 locations in 80 countries serve the local, regional, and global real estate needs of corporates and investors, delivering integrated commercial real estate services build on insight and foresight, sound market research, and relevant knowledge.